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THE TRAVEL AGENT’S STORE COACHING PROGRAM
To help you get the maximum benefit from your purchase The Travel Agent’s Store
offers a free coaching session with the author of the e-Guide. The coaching sessions
last for up to one-hour and are conducted via Skype. Once you have read through and
studied this e-Guide jot down any questions, challenges you have, then email to
steve@thetravelagentsstore.com to arrange a coaching date and time.

Be sure to take advantage of this offer!
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case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews) . For information please contact SMP Training Co.
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warranties, including without limitation, warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created
or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for
every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the publisher and author is not engaged in rendering
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If you have not yet started to charge fees for your services then the prospect of
doing so can seem daunting at best. The travel agents who were forced into
charging fees during the 1990s when 30-50% of their annual revenue disappeared
overnight are now very comfortable with the concept and in total control of when
and when not to apply their schedule of fees to any given customer interaction /
transaction.
Perhaps if you did not
live
through
that
eventful
and
life
changing time you can
borrow
from
the
knowledge of those that
did. The main challenge
to the charging of fees is
usually found within the
travel agent not the
client. Of course times
have changed. During
the 1990s the travelling
consumer did not have
all the tools they have
today to book online and in effect become their own travel agent. The times may have changed
with the consumer more in charge and more involved in arranging their travels, however the
need for a professional travel agent still exists.
The key to charging fees as you will read is to have something to charge for and the reference is
made to your level of expertise in all things travel. Under that heading of all things travel would
be a list of a thousand or more bulleted one liners.
If you are new to selling travel then you may not have the depth of experience to support
charging a fee. On the other hand there are activities you can charge a fee for that are not related
to experience. As you read through this eGuide you will start to build your Fee Based Business
Model which will include marketing and more. There are travel agents who charge up to $500
for an initial consultation and other travel agents are doing it all for twenty-bucks. Somewhere
between those two dollar amounts is your starting fee.
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If you owned / managed a cruise line or an airline or tour company and your travel agency
supporters could not, despite best efforts, sell out your entire inventory then you too would seek
a way to make sure you were sold to capacity one way or another. With the reduction in long
term veteran travel agencies across the board many “sales outlets” were lost to the suppliers.
Although there is a growth in Home Based Agencies numbering in the thousands, a very high
percentage do not have the marketing or the sales experience to close as many sales as the
suppliers would like. Their only way forward to profit: going direct AND servicing the travel
agency network. Check the numbers below – the stats have increased since.

In real time check to see how many room nights you sold to Las Vegas this past year, and do the
same for the number of cruise berths you sold, too. Now take your sales as a % of the totals
shown in red. Did you make any kind of dint in those totals? I know the answer.
Suppliers must go direct. You must start charging fees.
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Understanding Your Cost Structure
The key to profiting from service fees is to first of all understand the Cost Structure of your
business. This also suggests that you understand the amount of new business your overall
infrastructure can withstand before new cost levels are experienced. In other words, there comes
a time when, if you grow too big, your business will consume more time and more money. It’s a
decision both B&M and HBA business models must wrestle with.
One of the first things you must do is to change how you think about costs. Change your
vocabulary and use the word investment. Then add the words Return on Investment - (ROI). You
are now interested in what your ROI is on every cost associated with running your travel agency.

Costs are no longer costs -they are now an investment
and you must plan for a return on that investment.

When your money is no longer a cost or an expense but an investment, the connotation is
different and so is your day-to-day financial mind set. Rather than trying to save more money,
cut costs and reduce expenses even further you are now going to concentrate on getting a
RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT.
Saving money, cutting costs and reducing expenses is your job too and it should also be top-ofmind on a day-to-day basis. However your true role is to generate sales, drive the business
forward, to meet plan, to generate contacts and to plan ROI strategies. You can hire an
accountant / bookkeeper for that other stuff! You are in a sales business.

On the next page you will review what kind of ROI you expect on each
expense item. Some expenses are fixed - some variable. The idea is
to check and see which expense item should be paying you back as a
return on your investment. The most obvious would be: Salaries,
Marketing, Fams, Host/Franchise fees…

Use your own and current statistics.
" You can only manage what you can measure."
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GETTING A RETURN ON YOUR EXPENSES
EXPENSES TARGETED FOR ROI ARE HIGHLIGHTED
COST / EXPENSE
ITEM

ANNUAL
"INVESTMENT"

Accounting and Audit
Advertising
AET's (FAMS)
Auto
Automation Rental – CRS
Bank Charges
Business Taxes & Licenses
Casual Labour
CITC + Other Certifications & Memberships
Computers - CRS
Computers - Other
Courier
Dues & Subscriptions
Employee Benefits
Entertainment (business)
Equipment Rentals (copier etc.)
Equipment Repair / Maintenance
Host Agency Fees
Insurance and Bonds
Internet
Legal
Maintenance
Office Supplies
Postage - general
Postage - promotional
Printing - agency stationery
Printing - promotional materials
Promotional activities
Rent
Salaries – Yours
Salaries – FT Staff / OSRS / Home Based / PT Casual
Social Networking
Software – Booking Engine, Other
Subleases
Taxes
Telephone
Training
Travel – Vacation
Utilities
Web Maintenance

TOTAL EXPENSE / INVESTMENT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
TOTAL ROI $
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EXPECTED
ROI % or $

COI - Cost of Issuance
What you decide to charge will be dictated by your fixed costs of doing business
and the profit margin you desire. Also to be considered: the type of product you
are selling; the revenue being generated; the commission percentage you need to
make a profit; a complete review of services you support and charge for and finally
– what you feel is your worth and what you are capable of charging for your
expertise.
A key factor in deciding what your overall basic fee should be is to calculate your
generic across the board Cost of Issuance (COI), followed by calculating the cost to
book/issue travel documents and services related to selling your main niche
segment such as cruises.
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What is a “Fee”?

What is “Professionalism”?

"… a fixed charge … a charge
for a professional
service…"

" … the conduct, aims or qualities
that characterize or mark
a profession or professional
person…"



How did you feel when making a purchase to being charged a fee?



Have the fees you‘ve paid been worth the service?



Was the promise fulfilled?



How well did the sales person explain their fees when challenged?

What have you learned from your own experience of being charged a fee
that would prove useful when you are the one charging the fee?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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The COI Calculation Simple Method
This simple method will give you a very quick result as to your generic booking COI.
THE SIMPLE METHOD B&M
Agency Expenses (Annual Operating Expenses(including salaries)

A

$100,000

Total Bookings within the year

B

1,200

COST OF ISSUANCE (A ÷B)

D

$83

This Simple Method produces a COI of $83. This means that each time your agency completes a
booking it has cost the agency $83 and that includes rent, salaries, marketing etc. If your costs
remained $100,000 and your booking count was 850, then the COI would be $118.
There is a belief that running a home-based travel agency is cheaper than running a bricks &
mortar agency and that statement would be true. When you conduct the COI however the
numbers show a different picture when COI is involved.
THE SIMPLE METHOD HOME-BASED
Agency Expenses (Annual Operating Expenses(including salaries)

A

$50,000

Total Bookings within the year

B

150

COST OF ISSUANCE (A ÷B)

D

$333

Generally the home-based travel agent is earning close to $35,000 - $40,000 a year in “salary” –
we’ll add another $10,000 for good measure to cover expenses other than salary and so we come
up with an operating expense of $50,000. Surveys report that on average, home-based agencies
are selling somewhere between $150,000 to $300,000 in travel per year and at an average sale
of $2,000+/- we arrive at a Total Booking count of 150 bookings. Divide A by B and the COI for a
home-based agent is somewhat startling at $333.
COMPLETE YOUR OWN SIMPLE METHOD COI CALCULATION HERE – USE YOUR OWN STATS
Agency Expenses (Annual Operating Expenses(including salaries)

A

$

Total Bookings within the year

B

$

COST OF ISSUANCE (A ÷B)

D

$
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COI: The Detailed Method
To determine a more refined COI you will need the assistance of an accountant, bookkeeper or
if you have a desire to handle the calculations yourself – it’s you and your calculator. It’s your
business so this would be the best route to follow and then you will know for sure what the
numbers are.
The Detailed Method means to determine every dollar of expense that goes into supporting a
sale, a booking. Once that figure is determined you can still calculate your general, overall COI
using the Simple Method, however after that, you may want to determine the COI on various
types of products sold. To do this, you will need those detailed expenses, plus the percentage of
your overall sales that let’s say your cruise sales represent. You might choose tour bookings, or
your FIT department. It’s your choice – however, the suggestion is, if you intend to work on the
Detailed Method you might as well complete it on all segments, profit centers and get to know
your COI for each.
The good news is you only need to do this once every few years or when there is a drastic change
in salaries, commission percentages being paid or perhaps one of your major suppliers going into
bankruptcy or merging with a negative outcome to your business.
NOTES:
The
numbers
shown here are
fictitious
and
intended only to
show you the
method
and
flow.
In real time you
would use your
actual agency
statistics
and
calculate to the
very cent.
Apply this same
table to your
tours, niche and
insurance sales.

Calculating Your Cruise Bookings/Sales as a % of total Bookings, the COI
for your Cruise Bookings and the Pre Tax Profit per Cruise Booking
A

Total Agency Sales:

$1,500,000

B

Total Cruise Sales:

$300,000

C

Average Cruise Booking / Sale:

D

Cruise Sales as a % of Total Sales: B ÷ A x 100%

E

Total Operating Expenses:

$100,000

F

20% of Operating Expenses:

$20,000

G

Total Cruise Bookings: B ÷ C

60

H

Cost of Cruise Booking: F ÷ C

$400

I

Commission per $5,000 @ 10%

$500.00

J

Commission after COI deducted I - H

$100

K

Less Commission Erosion
Call backs, Re-issues, Mistakes, Courier, Changes

M

Your Profit per Cruise Booking
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$5,000
20%

$25

$75

SERVICE FEES
FOR THE CLIENT WHO SAYS:
“I WANNA PICK YOUR BRAIN…”
You can see this one coming a mile away. That client who always wants your
information for nothing. For FREE! They might even connect with you to chat
about their booking online. Instead of asking them to leave, or delivering a flat
out “NO!” there is a fee you can assess for this type of client and it’s all in how
you present it.
Pick my brains? No problem. In fact this is a money maker if you look at it from the right aspect.
Of course you want to sell a travel product to this person, and you might. However right now,
they just want to ‘pick your brain’ – and that costs time, expertise and… moola.
I suggest you do not offer an hourly rate but a packaged deal. Your minimum is 2-hours (whether
they use it or not) the fee is $150 to $275 and whatever you discover, you hand over to your
client. At best you would have made $275 over a 2 hour period. That’s the equivalent of a booking
worth $2,750 at 10%.
If this same person now wants you to book their trip you do not refund the fee. That was a
separate transaction. Charge your next fee and retain full commission on whatever is being
booked.

The Book With Me – Book With Them Fee
Works just like the one above only here the client wants to take your information and book
online. Nothing wrong with that. Just charge that 2-hour flat fee of $150-$275 or more and let
them go do what they want to do.

I Booked On Line and Now I Need Help Fee
Another one just like the other one. The service you render here is to check their work and to
advise whether or not they have booked what they intended to book. Take their credit card, zip
zap it for the applicable fee and get to work.

Making money this way is not as romantic as selling travel, but you are
generating fees. So it’s up to you whether or not you accept this client.
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A-Z LIST OF 107 TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES
Determine which services are services you should charge for.
SERVICE / ACTIVITY

YOUR FEE INFORMATION / PRICE

1.

ADDITIONAL ITINERARIES

2.

AGENCY APP FOR SMARTPHONE

3.

AGENCY BLOG

4.

AIR FLIGHT ACCIDENT INSURANCE

5.

AIF AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT – Digital/Paper Coupon Supplied

6.

AIRLINE COUPON REDEMPTION

7.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS – Preferred Supplier

8.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS - Non Preferred Supplier

9.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS - Non Commissionable

10. AIRLINE RESERVATIONS - Commissionable
11. AIRLINE RESERVATIONS - Net Fare / Consolidator
12. AIRLINE TICKET ISSUANCE - General
13. AIRPORT - MEET & GREET
14. AUTOMATION – Corporate Client Software
15. BILINGUAL BUSINESS CARDS – Printed for Corporate Accounts
16. BON VOYAGE GIFTS / PACKAGE
17. BOOKS & MAPS, TRAVEL GUIDES
18. CELLULAR PHONE RENTALS
19. CHANGES - PRE CONFIRMATION / ISSUANCE
20. CHANGES - POST CONFIRMATION / ISSUANCE
21. CHANGES - DURING TRIP
22. CHANGES - OTHER AGENCY DOCUMENTS / TICKETS
23. CHEQUE / CC - NSF
24. COMMUNICATION CHARGES – Phone / Email / Fax / Other
25. CONFERENCE AND CONVENTION PLANNING
26. CONSULTATION - Pre Trip In Agency
27. CONSULTATION - Pre-Trip In Client’s Home / Office
28. CONSULTATION - After Office Hours In Home / In Office
29. CONSUMER EVENTS – Agency Cruise Nights / Show
30. CONSUMER EVENT – For Association / Club / Client
31. CORPORATE TRAVEL POLICY DEVELOPMENT
32. CORPORATE POLICY COMPLIANCE REPORTING
33. CORPORATE COST REDUCTION ADVICE / RESEARCH
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7 Service Fee Sales Scripts
Here’s where you practice including service fees in your conversations with your existing clients or when
a prospective client calls to complain about being charged service fees? Practice with your agency team
or host agency colleagues and fellow home-based travel agents.
SCENARIO 1:
An unknown person is referred to you or walks in to your agency and begins to explain the details of
their vacation. They would like you to start working on the research now. They are travelling in 6 months
time. You must ask for a deposit.
Possible Client Arguments

Your Counter Explanation

“I don’t wish to pay a deposit…
I’m not going until six months from now.”

“I understand your concern… however it is a security
measure for both you and I. You need to know I am doing
the best research for you and I need to know you are
serious about travelling. The deposit is an investment and
commitment for both of us.”

“ The agency across the road
doesn’t charge fees or an
up-front deposit…”

“Hmm that’s interesting as most agencies are these days
are charging fees – perhaps there are hidden costs
elsewhere? Our clients know and trust the way we do
business plus the fact that we deliver the best
information and customer service. Your deposit is an
investment in our commitment to your trip…”
Other:
“I can understand your concerns – however it really is
basic economics. Time is money and research takes time
– so you can see we must cover our research time should
you choose not to proceed with your booking… in other
words I cannot invest 2 or 3 hours of time without a
financial commitment any more than you would want to
invest 2-3 hours without any return from one of your
clients…”

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?
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THANKS FOR SHOPPING AT

There is always something new and exciting being created and
uploaded to the store so be sure to check back often.

www.thetravelagentsstore.com
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